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Welcome to our ‘Values’ assembly

A value is a principle 

that guides our 

thinking and 

behaviour



How did exploring the value of 

Determination guide your thinking 

and behaviour? 



Our Values nomination winner for 

January is……

Cecily in Orange 

Class for living the 

values of kindness 

and empathy. 

Nominated by 

Ticki.



Our grown up winner is…….

Ms Gates for living 

the values of 

kindness and 

learning.



POSITIVITY

In FEBRUARY we will be exploring the value of 





‘Looking on 

the bright 

side’

Expecting 

something good 

to happen

Focussing on 

how you can 

achieve a good 

outcome 





You have a choice…

to see the positive side of 

things and take action 

for a good outcome…

or not to expect 

or hope for a 

good outcome. 

But the good news is that YOU can change your 

attitude and outlook! 

LOOK FOR the positives that could happen. 

You can LEARN from any situation!



A value is a principle 

that guides our 

thinking and 

behaviour

How does POSITIVITY

do this? 



Think for yourself! 

What would you like to happen.                        

How would you like to feel?

It’s really easy to be dragged down by 

negative people around you. 

Be the one who shines – and wins! 



Over the next month, 
recognise times when 
you have chosen to be 

positive…



Over the next month, 
see if you can make 
better things happen 

by choosing to be 
positive rather than 

negative…



Be aware of the 
negative influences 

around you.
Are you allowing 

these to affect you? 
If you are –
have courage!



Make it your goal to 
shine with positivity 
– even when the 
going gets tough! 

Work for the BEST 
outcome! 



Sometimes it’s really hard to be 
positive. 

You may be tired, busy, poorly, 
unhappy, worried or                 

even frightened. 
It’s at these times when you can 
turn things around if you adopt 

a positive attitude –

but it’s a hard thing to do!












